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By Leonard J. Obery and Csrl F. Schueller

Removal of compression-surfaceboundary layer from the throat of a
supersonic aft inlet is shown to increase the critical total-pressure
recovery to value~ comparable to the better sxisymmetric nose inlets.
Throat bleed on two-dimensional- and three-dimensional-typeinlets by
discrete slots or by porous plates has provided gains in critical re-
covery of as much as 7 percent at Mach number 2.0. A proper combina-
tion
both
duce

of bleed ahead of ~he inlet and at the inlet throat ‘h control
fuselage and compression-surfaceboundary layer is shown to pro-
maximum values of propulsive thrust.

INTRODUCTION

For some time it has been realized that the fuselage boundary-
layer air must be removed ahead of a side inlet to obtain acceptable in-
let performance. However, a new boundary layer is formed on the com-
pression surface and its interaction with the inlet terminal shock may
also adversely affect the inlet performance. A typical example of the
flow into a supersonic inlet is shown in figure 1. The oblique shock
generated by the two-dimensional rsmp falls just ahead of the inlet lip
and the terminal shock is located just outside the cowl. If the static
pressure gradient across the terminal shock is high enough, the bound-
ary layer formed slong the compression surface will separate ahead of
the shock and will form effectively another wedge, throwing up an addi-
tional oblique shock. Therefore, in a real or viscous flow there will
be some area across the inlet face for which three-shock compression
exists. The extent of the second oblique shock ~ be controlled by
the amount of boundary-layer separation which, in turn, depends on the
strength of the inlet normal shock. The boundary layer considered here
is only that formed on the compression surface; however, a somewhat sim-

,. ilar condition would also result if the fuselage boundary layer were
Wowed to flow into the inlet.
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The added compression wave generated by the separated region in-
creases the recovery across the supersonic ~rtion of the inlet to a r

value higher than for the original two-shock geometry. However, the
sepsrated region may continue downstream becoming larger as it pro-
gresses as shown by the velocity profile and, finally, adversely
affecting the subsonic diffus~ pressure recovery. Even if the sep-
arated flow should reattach along the diffuser wall, it would still
be a region of low-recovery air which would have to mix with the higher
energy air of the main stream and again result in low subsonic dif-
fuser recovery. Usually this poorer subsonic recovery will nmre than
offset any gains made in the supersonic compression region of the
diffus~.

From this concept a solution to the problem is evident. If this
low-energy air canbe elbninatedbefore it can adversely affect the
subsonic diffuser recovery, the over-all performance of the inlet should
be @roved. There are at least three ways to eMmimxte the low-energy
air. In the first case, as shmmby figure 2(a), if all the boundary-
lsyer &r on the compression surface were removed ahead of the inlet
terminal shock, there would be no shock - boundary-layer interaction and,
thus, no separat~ air to reduce the subsonic diffuser pressure recovery.
,b this case, additional oblique-shock compression could not be expected
since its source, the separated region, has been rwmved. Huwever,
efficient supersonic ccnnpressioncan be built into the inlet shply .

through the gecauetryof the compression surface. This methai of removal
should require the least mass flow to be bled fran the Mn stream.
Second, the compression-surfaceboundary layer could be allowed to
sepsrate and form an additional wedge. The.low-energy separated region
could then be removed fran the inlet either by a flush slot or by a rsm
scoop, as shown in figures 2(b) and 2(c). In either of the latter two
cases, it should be possible to retain the advantage of the improved
s~ersonic recovery available fram the separation wedge without incurring
the subsonic diffuser penalties attendant upon the simultaneous diffusion
of low-ener~ and high-energy air stresms. Although the two latter
schanes probably require a greater smount of air to be bled from the inlet,
they also offer canpressionby sm aerodynamic surface and therebymsy
permit a larger throat area for subsonic or transonic speeds.

~AL DISCUSSION

These three methods of boundary-layer control were investigated at
Mo = 2.0 on aproposed inlet of apresent-day supersonic airplane and
are reported in reference 1. The results are shown in figure 3. Twin .
inlets were mounted on the sides of the fuselage and all the fuselage
boundary layer was removed ahead of the inlets. Compression-surf~e
boundsry-layer control was effected in three ways: by a perforated
second ramp to reduce or eliminate the boundary-layer separation or by
an internal flush slot or ram scoop to remove it after separation. For
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this and the rest of the tests described herein, the bleed exit w&s
vented to free-stream static pressure; thus, the boundary-layer air was

p-cd from the inlet onW by the pressue differential existing between
inlet and free stream. l?oexternal source of power was needed for my
of the removal systems.

For the no-bleed inlet, that is, an inlet which effectively had the
flush slot completely faired over, the critical total-pressure recovery
was about 86 percent. Bleeding the boundary layer after it had separated
by either a rsm scoop or a flush slot increased the critical recovery to
about 89 percent. Here &bout 3 percent of the mass flow was bled from
the inlet as shown by the difference in supercriticalmass-flow ratios.
Although both methais of removal were equally effective at criticalmass-
flow ratio, the subcriticalperformance of the flush slot bleed was supe-
rior to that of the ram scoop bleed. Thus far, for inlets tested at the
Lewis laboratory using comparable ram scoop and flush slot bleeds, the
flush slot configurations have been as good or better aerodpsmically.

When the compression-surfaceboundary layer was removed through
perforations on the second ramp, no increase in critical total-pressure
recovery was obtained. In this case, about lpercent of the mass flow
was bled from the inlet. Here, apparently, the @roved subsonic dif-
fusion which would be expected fram removal of the low-ener~ sir was
offset by a lower supersonic recovery, since with bleed on the rsmp no
added oblique compression shocks wouldbe formed. However, even though
the critical recove~ was not increased, the stable subcritical rsmge
wa8 extended. The lack of pressure recovery improvement at critical
mass-fluw ratio probably resulted both from too lAttle bleed and frmn
loss of extra supersonic ccnnpressionrather than fran any inherent d3.s-
advantage of bleed through a perforated surface.

Of course, if the bled air is discharged to the free stresm without
being used for any other purpose, such as cabin ventilation, the inlet
must be charged with an additional drag temn. Calculations were made
for these inlets using reasonable values of bypass drag and, SE shown
in reference 1, boundary-lsyer throat bleed in this case paid for itself
by increasing the propulsive thrust level.by almost 1+percent.’

Another two-dimensional type of inlet which used throat bleed was
investigatedboth at the Langley laboratory (ref. 2) and at the Lewis
laboratoryby John L. AXlen and Thomas G. Piercy. ~s inlet (fig. 4)
also had double-rsmp compression surfaces but was mounted as a ventral
normsl wedge inlet. Compression-surfaceboundary-layer ah was bled
from the inlet through ~rous plates extending from about midway along
the second ramp to well inside the cowl lip. R-ml of the bound-
layer through the porous plates increased the diffuser critical total-
pressure recovery by about 7 percent at Mach number 2.0. In this case,
throat bleed increased the critical total-pressure recovery at Mash
number 2.0 from a relatively poor value of 81 percent to a value

-—————. -——. .-..—.——-——..— — -.— —.—-— —. ..——
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comparable to the better nose inlets of 88 percent. As the free-stream
Mach number decreased, the improvement in critical total-pressure re-

.

covery also decreased. This general trend for the greatest gains in
pressure recovery to occur at the higher Mach numbers has been true for
all the inlets tested to date. Recent preliminary tests at Mach 3.1
have also been in ~eement with this trend. Inlet critical recoveries
in these tests have been increased by 10 percent to 15 percent through
the use of throat bleed.

Area suction through a slotted plate has also been investigatedby
Ernest A. Mackley and Clyde B&yes of the Langley laboratory on a scoop
inlet of the type shown in figure 5. Boundary-layer removal was used
on the wall opposite the compression surface in this case. The slotted
wall was flat, and the co~essed flow ahead of the bleed plate was two-
dimensional even though the outer cowl lip was elliptical in plan form
as shown by section A-A. Again with this inlet the critical total-
pressure recovery was increased by about 5 percent at Mach number 2.0
by bleedtig in the order of 6 percent of the main mass flow.

So far, all the inlets discussed have had various types of two-
dimensional supersonic compression. For these, boundary-layer bleed at
the inlet throat has provided gains in total-pressure recovery of from
3 percent to 7 percent even on inlets which previously were considered
good; for example, 86 percent for free-stream llachnumber ~ = 2.0 at

.

I
criticsl mass-flow ratio for the first inlet. The same concepts of
throat bleed can also be applied to three-dimensional inlets. The re-
sults from such an investigation (ref. 3) are shown in figure 6. This
test was conducted on a twin side-inlet configuration which had half-
tone supersonic compression surfaces mounted directly on the fuselage.
Most of the fuselage boundary layer was diverted around the inlet by
the cone and flowed under the floor of the inlet. The boundary layer
developed on the cone was bled from the inlet throat either by a porous
surface which extended from the cowl lip aft for about half the inlet
diameter inside the inlet or by a flush slot located just aft of the
inlet throat. The same amount of mass flow could be removed by either
bleed system. For this inlet, bleeding the opthum amount of low-energy
air from the inlet by a flush slot increased the diffuser total-pressure
recovery by almost 6 percent. Incidentally, this inlet operated in a
nonuniform flow field which had an average Mach number of about 2.1 at
an airplane Wh number of 2.0. Thus the 87-percent total-pressure re-
covery obtained with the inlet operating slightly subcritical shows the
merit of throat bleed. Removal of the boundary-layer ah by the porous
surface increased the peak total-pressure recovery to almost the same
value as the flush slot inlet, but this peak was reached with slightly
m~re boundary-layer removal and with somewhat more subcritical spillage.

The mass-flow ratios shown represent the total amount of air enter-
ing the inlet. In this case, it was ~ssible to capture a slightly
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larger streamtube by bleeding the compression surface boundsry layer.
Values of mass-flow ratio greater than unity resulted from the choice
of reference area in the reference mass flow.

The amount of throat boundary-layer air renmved was also varied
during this test. Calculations were made to indicate what increases in
effective thrust minus drag could be realized by using throat bleed.
It was calculated that the propulsive thrust of the flush slot config-
uration was about 5 percent greater than the no-bleed inlet. A ~SS-
flow bleed of about 3 percent was required to obtain maximum thrust
minus drag, and additional bleed only served to lower the inlet over-all
thrust minus drag. Generally, the trend for the greatest gains from
throat bleed to be made with about 3- to 5-percent mass-flow removal
has been observed in the inlet tests so far. Too much bleed has, in all
cases to date, reduced the diffusew total-pressure recovery at critical
mass-flow ratio.

As might have been anticipated from the internal performance
curves, the increase in propulsive thrust was less for the porous sur-
face configuration than for the flush slot inlet. Somewhat mre bleed
mass flow was also required to reach peak thrust minus drag.

As discussed previously for the two-dimensional-typeinlets, the
performance gains were smaller at the lower Mach numbers. At Mach num-
ber 1.5, although the diffuser pressure recovery was increased by bleed-
ing the boundary layer through the flush slot, the drag added by the
bleed system almost counterbalanced the pressure-recovery gain and only
a slight increase in propulsive thrust could be calculated. However,
the fact that only a small gain in thrust minus drag was realized is
not entirely an unfavorable re~ult for it does indicate that the bene-
fits of throat bleed which were obtained at the higher Mach numb=s are
not necesssxily accompanied by performance penalties at the lower Mach
numbers, at least to 1.5.

All the inlet installations discussed so far have had full fuselage
boundary-layer removal or, expressed in the usual terms, were at h/6
of at least 1.0. Therefore, two boundary-layer renmval syskns are pro-
vided in the mediate vicinity of the inlet, and some combination of
bleed ahead of the inlet and at the inlet throat should provide an opti-
mum over-all system. This hypothesis was investigatedrecentlyby
Robert C. Campbell of the Lewis laboratory. As shown in figure 7, this
investigationwas conducted on a bottom-inlet model with a single-rsmp
compression surface. The fuselage boundary-layer thickness is repre-
sented by 8. The inlet was mounted to the body in such a manner that
the distance h from the ramp leading edge to the fuselage could be
varied from the value of 5, that is, a full boundary-layer thictiess “
to O or flat against the fuselage. The internal.boundary-layer air was
removed through a flush slot opening at the inlet throat. The amount
of air bled from the inlet was controlled by varying the size of the
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bleed exit. Thus, at any selected value of h various amounts of mass
flow could be bled from the inlet throat through the internal boundary- .
layer rmoval system. The perfcu’manceof this configuration is shown in
figure 8. The experimentally determined pressure-recovery - mass-flow
curves are shown for h/8 values of 1, 2/3, 1/3, and O. For the no-
bleed inlet the expected trend occurred; as the inlet was moved into the
fuselage boundary layer the critical pressure recoveries steadily de-
creased until at h/8 = O a recovery of only about 72 percent was ob-
tained. However, by using various amounts of throat bleed the critical
total-pressure recovery could be kept at 88 percent as h/5 was reduced m

to l/3. Although the complete data were not obtained, results from a s
+

similar model in this series of tests indicated that with more throat
bleed it would be possible to maintain an 88-percent recovery even at
h/b= O.

As seen from the mass-flow increments, greater smounts of flow .were
removed through the internal bleed as the inlet was moved closer to the
body. This flow was spilled out through openings in either side of the
body, and the “spillagedrag, as well as the drag of the rest of the
model, was measured by an internal balance. As such, the drags which
were obtained from this investigation are valid only for this configura-
tion; however, the trends of the inlet propulsive thrust parameter ob-
tained with this configuration should at least be representative of most
cases. Calculations of the inlet propulsive thrust were made for the

.

various values of h/5 (fig. 9) and it was found that the thrust-minus-
drag ratio for the no-bleed inlet steadily decreased as the inlet was
moved into the fuselage boundary layer. Now, howeveT, when the opthum
anmunt of throat bleed was used,,the inlet propulsive thrust was at all
times greate than the no-bleed case and would have reached a maximum
somewhere between h/b = 1/3 and O. For this case, an increase of
about 9 percent in propulsive thrust could be added to the aircraft
through the use of throat bleed. In addition to increasing the air-
craft performance potential, this investigation indicates by the flat-
ness of the p~fo~ce curve that the designer may have some choice in
the amount of boundary-layer removal he must provide ahead of the inlet
and at the inlet throat.

CONCLUDING RRWRKS

From the tests performed so far at the vsrious laboratories, re-
moval of the compression-surfaceboundary layer has emerged as a power-
ful method of increasing the diffusm total-pressure recovery. The
critical total-pressure recovery of side inlets has been increased to
about the same value as the best axisymmetric nose inlets. Throat bleed
has increased the recovery on various types of side inlets: two-

-

dimensional ramp-we inlets, scoop inlets which turn the supersonic air
.
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stream in toward the body, and three-dimensionalhalf-cone compression
inlets. Increases have also been made even when the no-bleed perform-
ance was considered quite acceptable. These increases have been obtained
with vsrious kinds of boundsry-layer removal including concentrated re-
moval by flush slots or rsm scoops and area rmoval by porous plates.
Throat bleed has proved most effective at the higher Mach nunibers.
Specifically, diffuser recoveries have been increased as much as 7 per-
cent at Mach number 2.0 but only about 3 percent at Mach number 1.5.
Preliminary results indicate that larger gains maybe made at the higher
Mach nunibers. Too much bleed at any free-stream Mach number has gener-
ally reduced the total-pressure recovery at critical mass-flow ratio.
lhom 3 percent to 5 percent of the main-stresm mass flow appears to be
about the optimum amount, although this may well depend on such factors
as amount of boundary-layer separation and scale size or Reynolds num-
ber. It also appesm’ that consideration should be given again to the
fuselage boundsry-layer removal ahead of the inlet. A proper combina-
tion of renwal systems ahead of.the inlet and at the inlet throAt is
required to obtain optimum values of propulsive thrust.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, November 1, 1955
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